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In this new adventure for the superhero team ‘The Amazing
Three and a Half', the young superheroes of class 6a take a
trip with none other than their rivals, neighboring class 6b.
The horrid physics teacher Dr. Knarz comes along and has
the two classes battle it out in a soccer game. Once again,
the trio has to eliminate some really nasty bad guys in a
series of adventures.

• Excellent press for Volume 1, "Bad Guys Everywhere"
• First volume recommended by "New Books in German"
2011
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Jörg Mühle studied illustration in Offenbach and in Paris. He
has been working as a designer and freelance illustrator
since 2000.

CONTENT
This time The Amazing Three and a Half are right in the
thick of things. Sebastian "The Genius" von Nervkoeter,
Barbara "Action-Barbie" Schwemme, Martin "The
Chameleon" Koslowski and Martin's imaginary friend Dieter
"The Rugrat" are on a class trip to Ober Ranzig, of all places,
home of the largest garbage dump in Europe. And they
aren't alone. Class 6b (‘b' as in bad!) comes along. But even
that isn't awful enough. The horrid physics teacher Dr. Knarz
has the terrible idea to have 6b and 6a compete against
each other in a game of soccer. The trouble is that 6a is the
least athletic class in the history of their school. Naturally,
however, The Amazing Three and a Half have a plan worthy
of superheroes at the ready. With finesse, they eliminate the
worst of the bad guys and the game finally ends - peaceably
- in a tie.
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